
Tributes 

The following tributes were recorded: Konda Michael (a lifelong friend) observed Graham Greene at 

work as he wrote in small leather black notebooks with a black pen.  (He would write approximately 

five hundred words: then put his pen away for the day)  Irving John described Greene as ‘the most 

accomplished living novelist in the English Language’  as he had acquired a reputation by 1943 of 

being the leading English novelist of his generation also that ‘at the time of his death he had a 

reputation as a great writer of deeply serious novels on the theme of Catholicism and of suspense–

filled stories of detection.’   Golding Sir William observed that ‘Graham Greene was in a class by 

himself…he would be read and remembered as the ultimate chronicler of twentieth century man’s 

consciousness and anxiety.’   Jones Richard produced a review in The Virginia Quarterly  that nothing 

deflected Graham Greene from the main business of holding the reader’s attention because his novels 

often had religious themes at their centre.  Prichette V. S. described Graham Green ‘as the last 

English novelist since Henry James to present and grapple with the reality of evil.’  According to 

Mandel Ernest in his Delightful Murder; a Social History of the Crime Scene  Graham Greene was a 

conservative agent of the British Intelligence Service: he upheld such reactionary causes on the 

struggle of the Catholic Church against the Mexican Revolution yet also argued ‘the necessary 

merciful function of religion in a context of misery.’  [xxix] 

Time Magazine  29th October 1951 provided an image of Graham Greene on its front cover.  It also 

chose The Power and the Glory  in 2005 as one of the best one hundred English language novels since 

1923. [xxx] 

The Strand magazine serialized the publication of a newly discovered Graham Greene novel The 

Empty Chair.  [xxxi] 

The British library produced his The Spoken Word  a recording of Greene in the form of a CD with 

booklet during 2002. [xxxii] 

Wise Jon with Hill Mike during 2012 published The Works of Graham Greene: A reader’s 

Bibliography and Guide. (A & C Books) [xxxiii] 

This site states that Graham Green the English novelist, short - story writer, playwright, also journalist 

penned novels that treat life’s moral ambiguities in the context of contemporary political settings. This 

interesting character acquired quite early in life a reputation as a great writer with widespread 

popularity during his sixty-seven years of penning material : 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graham_Greene 

His stories were more often set in poor, hot, dusty lands perceived to be Mexico, West Africa, Cuba, 

Haiti, Argentina.  His characters with their inner lives were his forte, that in turn led to the coining of 

the expression ‘Greenland’  to describe those settings.  Graham Green's books’ unusual popularity is 

partly due to his production of thrillers featuring crime & intrigue but more importantly to his superb 

gifts as a storyteller. Most especially his masterful selection of detail with his use of realistic dialogue 

in a fast-paced narrative: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graham_Greene 

Graham Greene was honoured at the 2011 Heinrich Böll weekend on Achill Island with discussions 

also presentations.  During 2013 he was the subject of a documentary film, ‘Dangerous Edge: a Life 

of G. Greene.’  The film was produced in 2009 with director Thomas P. O' Connor also videographer 

Allan Moore that included a scene at his grave in Corseaux.  The Graham Greene Birthplace Trust 

hosts an annual four day festival in his honour.  They hold lectures, conference papers, informal talks, 

Q + A sessions, films, dramatized readings, music, creative writing workshops also several social 

events.  The Trust presents a travel through Berkhamsted that highlights places connected with the 

author.  A portrait of Graham Greene is hung within Berkhamsted Town Hall. [xxxiv] 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graham_Greene
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graham_Greene


Greene’s Quotes 

One quote from  Graham Green was that  ‘In human relationships, kindness and lies are worth a 

thousand truths.’   On his conversion he stated as he penned in A Sort of Life I ought to at least learn 

the notions and limits of her beliefs: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graham_Greene 

Further Information 

In 2007 a selection of his letters was published as Graham Greene: A Life in Letters.   The unfinished 

manuscript The Empty Chair  a murder mystery that he had begun in 1926: was discovered in 

2008.  The serialization of it began the following year. (Tikkanen) [xxxv] 

An article by Blake Eligh on the new Graham Greene's biographies published under different titles i.e. 

Russian Roulette: The Life and Times of Graham Greene in the United Kingdom. The Unquiet 

Englishman: A Life of Graham Greene  made its North American début during November 2020 by 

University of T Mississauga English professor Richard Greene may be viewed at this site (10th 

September 2020 ): https://www.utm.utoronto.ca/main-news/new-biography-traces-storied-life-writer-

graham-greene 

Irish singer Maxi penned an article in the St. Patrick’s Day Annual edition of Ireland’s Own  of 19th 

March 2021  (pages 64 / 65 ) on the life & works of Graham Greene titled Graham Green -Grim, 

Grin & Grit.  (NBC ) 

Footnotes 

[xxix] Ibid 

[xxx] http://content.time.com/time/covers/0,16641,19511029,00.html 

[xxxi] https://strandmag.com/product/strand-magazine-issue-28-with-part-i-of-the-empty-chair-by-

graham-greene-2/ 

[xxxii] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graham_Greene 

[xxxiii] https://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/the-works-of-graham-greene-9781441199959/ 

[xxxiv] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graham_Greene 

[xxxv] https://www.britannica.com/biography/Graham-Greene 
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